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It is commonly presumed, though not well established, that the
prefrontal cortex exerts top-down control of sensory processing.
One aspect of this control is thought to be a facilitation of sensory
pathways in anticipation of such processing.To investigate the pos-
sible involvement of prefrontal cortex in anticipatory top-down
control, we studied the statistical relations between prefrontal ac-
tivity, recorded while a macaque monkey waited for presentation
of a visual stimulus, and subsequent sensory and motor events.
Local ¢eld potentials were simultaneously recorded from prefron-
tal, motor, occipital and temporal cortical sites in the left cerebral
hemisphere. Spectral power and coherence analysis revealed
that during stimulus anticipation three of ¢ve prefrontal sites

participated in a coherent oscillatory network synchronized
in the b-frequency range. Pre-stimulus network power and
coherence were highly correlated with the amplitude and latency
of early visual evoked potential components in visual cortical
areas, and with response time. The results suggest that synchro-
nized oscillatory networks in prefrontal cortex are involved
in top-down anticipatory mechanisms that facilitate subsequent
sensory processing in visual cortex.They further imply that stron-
ger top-downcontrol leads to larger and faster sensoryresponses,
and a subsequently faster motor response.NeuroReport 13:2011^
2015�c 2002 LippincottWilliams &Wilkins.
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INTRODUCTION
The prefrontal cortex has been implicated in a wide range of
executive functions, including top-down control over the
selection and coordination of processing in sensory cortical
areas [1–4]. It has been proposed that one aspect of top-
down control is the imposition of facilitatory influences on
sensory areas in anticipation of stimulus appearance in
order to promote fast and efficient stimulus processing
leading to fast and accurate responses [5–8].

The question of anticipatory top-down control by the
prefrontal cortex in humans has been investigated using
PET [9], fMRI [10,11] and scalp-recorded averaged event-
related potentials (ERPs) [12]. Our study approached this
problem through the analysis of local field potentials (LFPs)
in a macaque monkey. LFPs were simultaneously recorded
from chronically implanted electrodes in prefrontal and
visual cortical areas as the monkey performed a visual
pattern discrimination task [13]. We sought to test the
hypothesis that synchronized LFP oscillations in prefrontal
cortex play a role in anticipatory processes [14]. To do this,
we first established the existence of a synchronized
oscillatory network in prefrontal cortex as the animal was
anticipating visual stimulus presentation. We then exam-
ined the statistical relations of these pre-stimulus prefrontal

LFP oscillations with subsequent stimulus-evoked events in
visual cortical areas during early stimulus processing, and
with the motor response that ensued.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments were performed in the NIMH Laboratory of
Neuropsychology. Animal care was in accordance with
institutional guidelines at the time. Surgical procedures
were previously described [15]. Surface-to-depth event-
related LFPs were simultaneously recorded from 14 bipolar
teflon-coated platinum electrodes (five dorsolateral prefron-
tal, one motor, two striate, two prestriate, four temporal)
chronically implanted in the left cerebral hemisphere
(Fig. 1a) of a highly trained macaque monkey performing
a visuomotor pattern discrimination task. The data were
analog filtered (�6 dB at 1 and 100 Hz, 6 dB/octave falloff)
and digitized at 200 samples/s.

The monkey initiated each trial by depressing a lever with
the right hand. Data collection began about 115 ms prior to
stimulus onset and continued until 500 ms post-stimulus.
Each stimulus consisted of four dots arranged as a (left- or
right-slanted) line or diamond on a display screen. The
monkey indicated whether the stimulus was a line or
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diamond pattern by a go (lever release) or no-go (pressure
maintenance) response. Because each dot position was used
as part of both the line and diamond patterns, no single dot
in any pattern could be used to determine whether that
pattern was a line or diamond. On go trials, the monkey
received a water reward at 500 ms post-stimulus if the hand
was lifted before that time. On no-go trials, the lever was
depressed for 500 ms post-stimulus, and released thereafter.
go and no-go trials were presented with equal probability in
1000-trial sessions. Only go trials were used in this study, in
a combined data set of 2052 trials recorded over eight
sessions.

Correct go trials were rank ordered by response time and
then sorted into groups of 200, starting with the fastest
response times and proceeding to the slowest, each group

sharing 50 trials with the previous one. A total of 38 groups
resulted. The average response time and the averaged ERP
(AERP) for each striate, prestriate and temporal site were
obtained from each group. The peak amplitude and latency
were identified for the two earliest AERP components.

Multivariate autoregressive (MVAR) spectral analysis was
performed on the LFPs from the ensemble of trials in each
group [16] during the pre-stimulus period. Specifically,
spectral power and coherence were derived from a MVAR
time series model fit to the LFPs in a 70 ms window starting
60 ms before stimulus onset. A bootstrap resampling
procedure was employed in which power and coherence
spectra were derived from MVAR models for 100 resamples
of each group trial ensemble [16]. All sites and site pairs
were tested to determine whether they consistently dis-
played power and coherence spectral peaks in the low
b-frequency range over the set of bootstrap resamples, and
whether the values of low b-frequency power and coherence
were significantly greater than zero (po 0.01). Detection of a

Fig.1. Dorsolateral prefrontal networkorganization in thepre-stimulus
period. (a) Approximate recording sites aremarkedbydisks, and thepairs
of sites having signi¢cant (po 0.01) peak coherence are connected by
lines. Display is a lateral view of the cortical surface reconstructed from
magnetic resonance images of a representative rhesusmacaquebrain.Re-
cording sites were estimated from maps made during surgery and from
post-mortem examination of surface penetration marks. (b) left column:
Examples of pre-stimulus network power (top) and coherence (bottom)
spectra for the fastest response time group. Right column: Comparable
examples of non-network power (top) and coherence (bottom) spectra.

Fig. 2. Scatter plots showing strong correlation of pre-stimulus pre-
frontal network power (a) and coherence (b) with response time. Insets:
Spearman rank correlation coe⁄cients for all network sites (a) and site
pairs (b), with plotted relations shaded. Linear least-squares best ¢ts to
the data are superimposed.
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coherent oscillatory network in the prefrontal cortex was
based on identifying sites having power and coherence
spectral peaks that were consistently in the low b-range by
bootstrapping, and also had significant peak values. The
time course of the pre-stimulus oscillatory activity was
analyzed using an adaptive moving window approach [16].

Spearman rank correlation coefficients were computed for
the relations of (pre-stimulus) power and coherence peak
values with (post-stimulus) AERP peak amplitudes and
latencies, and with average response times. Use of the non-
parametric Spearman rank correlation coefficient was
indicated because the underlying variables were not
normally distributed.

RESULTS
In the pre-stimulus interval, three of the five prefrontal sites
had power spectral peaks (Fig. 1b, top left) in the low b-
frequency range (mean 15.07 0.9 Hz). The coherence
spectra between these sites also had peaks in the same
range (16.67 4.4 Hz; Fig. 1b, bottom left). The power and
coherence peaks of this select group of prefrontal sites
implied that they participated in a synchronized prefrontal
network established prior to stimulus presentation. The
synchronized oscillations continued until the approximate
onset of early visual stimulus processing (B90 ms after
stimulus onset), at which time they underwent a rapid
decline in strength. Power spectra of the other two
prefrontal sites were maximal near 0 Hz and declined with
increasing frequency (Fig. 1b, top right), and their coherence
spectra were uniformly low (Fig. 1b, bottom right). Since
these other two sites were not significantly coherent with
the three network sites, they were considered not to
participate in the network. Likewise, no other recorded
sites outside of prefrontal cortex were significantly coherent
with the network sites.

Prefrontal network strength (peak power and coherence)
predicted the ensuing response time over the 38 response
time groups: both pre-stimulus network power and coher-
ence had highly significant (po 0.001) correlations with
response time (Fig. 2) for all network sites and site pairs
(Fig. 2, insets). Peak power of the fastest response time
group exceeded that of the slowest by 2227 10%, and peak
coherence by 1717 32%. We next determined the latency
and absolute value of amplitude for the first two observable
AERP components of seven striate, prestriate and temporal
sites. (Site T4 was excluded because it lacked a well-
developed AERP.) The first component (C1) was a wave that
peaked between 75 and 95 ms; the second component (C2)
peaked between 100 and 140 ms (Table 1). The polarity of C1
was positive, and that of C2 was negative, at five of the
seven sites. (These polarities were reversed at sites ST1 and
T3, possibly due to the positioning of the bipolar electrodes
with respect to the cortical lamination.)

Pre-stimulus network power and coherence were highly
correlated with the amplitude and latency of the C1 and/or
C2 components at select sites (Fig. 3). The results for the C1
and C2 components differed greatly as to which striate,
prestriate and temporal sites showed significant correla-
tions. Pre-stimulus power and coherence were significantly
correlated (po 0.002) with C1 peak amplitude at only one
striate (ST1) and one prestriate (PS2) site (Table 2),

Fig. 3. Pre-stimulus prefrontal network strength (levels of peak power
and coherence) and post-stimulus visual AERP varied as a function of
response time. (a) left: As an example, the peak coherence between pre-
frontal sites PF1and PF2 was greater for the fastest response time group
(black) than for the slowest group (gray). Right: As another example, the
AERP at striate site ST1 showed larger early post-stimulus components
for the fastest response time group (black) than for the slowest group
(gray). (b) Scatter plots show the correlations between pre-stimulus pre-
frontal network strength (levels of peak power and coherence) and post-
stimulus C1AERP component amplitude and latency over all 38 response
time groups. Pre-stimulus prefrontal peak power at site PF1 (top), and co-
herence between sites PF1 and PF2 (bottom), were both correlated with
the amplitude (left) and latency (right) of the C1 AERP component.
(c) Pre-stimulus prefrontal peak power at site PF1 (top), and coherence
between sites PF1 and PF2 (bottom), were also both correlated with the
amplitude (left) and latency (right) of the C2 AERP component.
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suggesting that these two sites were selectively influenced
by anticipatory processes. The further observation that the
C1 amplitude at ST1 was significantly correlated (po 0.01)
with that at PS2, and not at the other prestriate and temporal
sites, implied, more specifically, that it was the interrelation
of these two sites that was preferentially influenced. By
contrast, pre-stimulus network power and coherence were
significantly correlated (po 0.002) with C2 peak amplitude
at all seven of the striate, prestriate and temporal sites
except PS2 (Table 3). Likewise, C2 amplitude at ST1 was
significantly correlated (po 0.01) with C2 amplitudes at
prestriate site PS1 and temporal sites T1 and T2, but not at
PS2. This suggested that the locus of facilitation shifted and
became more widespread in the transition from the C1 to C2
components.

DISCUSSION
This study implicates synchronized oscillations in the b-
frequency range within the monkey dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex in mechanisms of top-down anticipatory control. The
synchronization of a group of prefrontal sites was observed
by detecting significant b-frequency peaks in the spectral
power and coherence of prefrontal LFPs as the monkey
awaited stimulus presentation. Previous studies in monkeys

and cats have reported b-frequency oscillations in motor,
somatosensory, and posterior parietal areas under similar
conditions of focused attention and immobility [17,18].
Studies in humans have shown correlations of pre-stimulus
EEG power in the d, y and a-frequency ranges with early
AERP components [19–21], and of pre-stimulus d and a EEG
power with response time [21,22].

We expand upon these earlier findings by demonstrating
that: (1) a select portion of prefrontal cortex displays
synchronized oscillations in the low b-frequency range
during visual stimulus anticipation; (2) the strength of
synchronization predicts the amplitude and timing of
early visual stimulus processing components and
response timing; and (3) the visual cortical sites which
show AERP components that are correlated with
prefrontal pre-stimulus synchronization change in going
from C1 to C2 components, suggesting that top-down
facilitation may be spatially and temporally modulated
[23]. Several studies have demonstrated the existence of
anatomical connections between dorsolateral prefrontal
areas and areas of prelunate and inferotemporal visual
cortex [24–27]. These prefrontal and posterior areas include
the electrode sites examined in this study, and their
connections could provide a structural basis for the
proposed top-down facilitatory effects.

Table1. Mean (7 s.d.) C1and C2 peak latencies (ms) and of striate, prestriate and temporal sites

ST1 ST2 PS1 PS2 T1 T2 T3

C1 757 3.5 ^ 807 2.3 957 4.2 857 2.8 907 3.3 807 4.4
C2 1007 1.6 1057 4.3 1257 2.2 1357 1.3 1257 2.2 1257 1.7 1407 2.4

^ not present.

Table 2. Mean (7 s.d.) Spearmanrankcorrelation coe⁄cientvalues comparingpre-stimulus prefrontal network power and coherencewith the amplitude
and latency of the C1AERP component at striate, prestriate and temporal sites.

C1Amplitude C1Latency

Network power Network coherence Network power Network coherence

ST1 0.557 0.05* 0.627 0.08* �0.457 0.04 �0.457 0.08
ST2 ^ ^ ^ ^
PS1 0.157 0.06 0.157 0.08 �0.297 0.03 �0.317 0.07
PS2 0.727 0.04* 0.537 0.15* 0.027 0.04 0.077 0.09
T1 0.307 0.05 0.317 0.08 �0.227 0.05 �0.167 0.11
T2 0.067 0.05 0.027 0.15 �0.497 0.03 �0.447 0.07
T3 0.157 0.06 0.037 0.13 0.167 0.03 0.177 0.05

*po 0.002; ^ not present.

Table 3. Mean (7 s.d.) Spearmanrankcorrelation coe⁄cient values comparing pre-stimulus prefrontal network power and coherencewith the amplitude
and latency of the C2 AERP component at striate, prestriate and temporal sites.

C2 Amplitude C2 Latency

Network power Network coherence Network power Network coherence

ST1 0.837 0.05* 0.737 0.10* �0.837 0.04* �0.717 0.14*
ST2 0.887 0.01* 0.807 0.09* �0.797 0.02* �0.697 0.08*
PS1 0.867 0.05* 0.827 0.04* �0.847 0.05* �0.787 0.06*
PS2 0.377 0.02 0.437 0.01 0.477 0.05 0.387 0.09
T1 0.837 0.01* 0.797 0.07* �0.757 0.04* �0.687 0.06*
T2 0.877 0.01* 0.817 0.06* �0.837 0.04* �0.787 0.03*
T3 0.767 0.04* 0.627 0.15* 0.287 0.07 0.157 0.16

*po 0.002.
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Since the prefrontal b-oscillations essentially disappeared
at approximately the time of early stimulus processing
(B90 ms after stimulus onset), we conclude that they were
specifically related to the stimulus anticipation, and not to
other factors such as lever depression or reward expectation,
both of which continued well past this time. Although our
results are consistent with the idea that synchronized
networks in prefrontal cortex provide top-down facilitation
of visual cortical areas in anticipation of stimulus proces-
sing, we cannot rule out the possibility that one or more
other brain areas coordinate the activity of both prefrontal
and visual cortex.

CONCLUSION
Neuronal synchronization has been proposed as a mechan-
ism by which a neuronal population in one area may
increase the effective synaptic gain it exerts on target
neurons in another area [28]. Furthermore, it has been
suggested that the synchronization of b oscillations in the
motor cortex may increase the efficiency of descending
control exerted by corticospinal neurons on spinal moto-
neurons during sustained motor output [29]. Our study
suggests that, analogously, the synchronized b oscillations
of neurons in prefrontal cortex may increase the efficiency of
their top-down control of target neurons in visual cortical
areas during sustained visual anticipation.
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